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GENERAL

Compact mop system with press and microfibre mop.

 For cleaning floors, walls, and stairs.

 Mop rinses out very well, ideal for places without a washing machine.

 Hygienic and fast: The mop clicks into the frame without having to touch it with 

your hands.

 Bucket with integrated handle clamp.

 Kit contains 14 l bucket, wringer, frame and 1 Greengo mop. EXLUSIVE HANDLE

Thermoplastic flooring in PVC or vinyl  Linoleum  Flooring covered with a polymer protective film  Rubber flooring  Natural stone, acid sensitive (limestone)  

Natural stone, non acid sensitive  Ceramic tiles  Flooring in concrete, polyconcrete, unglazed tiles and cement based composite floors  Screeds, epoxy flooring, 

PU flooring and resin based composite floors  Wooden flooring covered with a polymer protective film

Suited for

USAGE

1. Attach the plate to the handle.

2. Fill the bucket with water.

3. Click the frame onto the mop  handsfree by pushing down the handle.

4. Set the handle to the correct height.

5. Rinse the mop in the bucket, and squeeze out the mop.

6. Push the frame onto the floor, it will click into place and start mopping.

7. Rinse the mop regularly in the bucket.

Machine wash, 60 °C Do not bleach with 

chlorine

Tumble dry, low heat (60 

°C)

Do not iron Wash without fabric 

softener
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions product (WxHxD) 37 x 37.5 x 30.5 cm

Material:

Bucket and wringer : Polypropylene

Mop: Microfibre with polyamide (87% polyester & 13% polyamide)

Content bucket: 14 L

LOGISTIC DATA

Product

Article

Unit

Dimensions

Gross weight

Net weight

EAN code

330500

Set

50 x 31 x 37 cm

1954 g

1230 g

8716254009622

Pallet

Quantity per pallet

Layers

Units per layer

48

7

6
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